Living perfection:
Drawer system AvanTech
Impressively precise:
Drawer runner Actro 5D

Perfection is what we aspire
to deep within
When only the best is good enough, it goes without saying that
this premise also applies to the home. Hettich fulfils it with sophisticated,
perfectly engineered products of premium quality.
The Actro 5D drawer runner and AvanTech drawer system meet
these most exacting aspirations inside furniture – for perfection you
can see, feel and hear.

Interested?
This is where you can find out more
about AvanTech and Actro 5D
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For a truly perfect result that
pampers all the senses:
the ingenious combination of
Actro 5D drawer runner and
AvanTech drawer system
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Living perfection:
Drawer system AvanTech
The drawer system that meets the most exacting design aspirations inside furniture
as well: AvanTech cuts a fine figure with perfect sleek lines, sharply rounded edges and
no cover caps or holes whatsoever in the drawer side profile. High quality
aluminium creates an impressively purist look. On the performance side, AvanTech scores
with unequalled running action, exceptional stability and precision reveal alignment.

Highlights at a glance
•

Sleek, purist, with sharply rounded edges

•

All the benefits of the Actro 5D runner

•

Without visible working parts/cover caps

•

Silent System, Push to open Silent

•

High quality aluminium

•

•

13 mm drawer side profile thickness

•

No need to cut out drawer bottom panel

•

5 heights

•

9 lengths, from 270 mm to 650 mm

Easy differentiation between furniture
ranges: identical runners for wooden
drawers and AvanTech
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Impressively precise:
Drawer runner Actro 5D
The drawer runner that perfectly complements unique furniture design with
narrow reveals and generously sized drawer front panels: adjusting in
5 directions, Actro 5D leaves no margin of doubt with precision front panel
alignment. Excellent running performance and incredible stability provide
supreme quality you can feel and hear. Actro 5D is ideal for wooden drawers
as well as for the AvanTech drawer system.
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Infinitely variable height adjustment
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Precision side adjustment
(in the catch)

3

Optional depth adjustment
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Tilt adjustment
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Radial adjustment
prevents open gaps on one side
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Highlights at a glance
•

•

•

•

Unequalled running action, smooth and
synchronised

•
•

Exceptional stability, horizontally
and vertically
Extremely narrow reveals and precision
front panel alignment from 5-way adjustment
and optimum, secure drawer fit on the runner

•

18 lengths, from 250 mm to 750 mm
Load capacity of 40 kg/60 kg/80 kg, for large
size furniture design when laden in compliance
with standards
Easy differentiation between furniture ranges:
identical assemblies for wooden drawers
and AvanTech

Silent System, Push to open Silent
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